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It is argued that Hardy-type proposals assume either nonlocality at detection, and then beg
the question, or “local empty waves”, and then have to accept “many worlds” and cannot prove
nonlocality.
Introduction.—In the 5th Solvay conference in 1927
Einstein presented a simple single-particle gedanken-
experiment showing that the idea of the quantum me-
chanical collapse of the wave function implies nonlocal
actio at a distance and therefore conflicts with relativity.
However after the Solvay conference Einstein withdrew
from this argument to the more complicated EPR one he
published in 1935.[1]
The original 1927 Einstein’s experiment has been re-
cently done for the first time. The results demonstrate
single-photon nonlocality at detection and in addition
highlight something Einstein did not explicitly mention:
Nonlocality at detection is necessary to have conservation
of energy in each single quantum event [2, 3]. In other
words, on the basis of his 1927 argument Einstein could
not object to quantum mechanics without rejecting the
conservation of energy. By contrast the EPR argument
(1935) allowed him to argue against quantum mechanics
without giving up the conservation of energy.
In this Letter I compare our experiment [2, 3] with the
probe of single-particle nonlocality proposed by Lucien
Hardy in 1994 [4], and improved thereafter by other
authors [5, 6]. I show that Hardy’s proposal takes clearly
for granted the result of the experiment presented in
[2, 3]. Therefore Hardy-type proposals either tacitly
assume as an axiom the nonlocality they aim to prove, or
they assume the de Broglie’s “particle and empty wave”
as local hidden variables. This means that Hardy-type
proposals rule out such local hidden variables (although
contrarily to Bell-type experiments without invoking
inequalities), but do not prove nonlocality.
Hardy’s proposal.—The argument is conceived as a
ladder of four gedanken-experiments using the scheme
sketched in Figure 1 [4, 5]. Alice and Bob each have
two choices, which lead to the four possible Experiments
1-4 described below. The input state incident on s,
and the corresponding coherent states incident on a and
b are chosen in a way that quantum mechanics yields
the outcome predictions correspondingly listed to the
following Experiments 1-4 :
Experiment 1 : Alice and Bob both decide to set a
detector on their paths u1 respectively u2 (dashed detec-
FIG. 1: Hardy’s scheme: Alice/Bob can either directly set
a detector on her/his path (dashed detectors), or she/he can
make a homodyne detection by combining her/his path with a
local oscillator at a 50:50 beam splitter BS1 respectively BS2
(solid detectors). The source (not represented) is supposed
to be single-photon. The vacuum is incident on the mode t;
the input state is incident on mode s with no more than one
photon at any time; the coherent states incident on modes a
and b act as local oscillators.
tors).
Quantum mechanical prediction: If Alice detects a par-
ticle on u1, then she can infer that Bob detects nothing
on u2, and viceversa, if Bob detects a particle on u2, he
can infer that Alice detects nothing on u1. (Notice that
if Alice (Bob) detects nothing on u1 (u2), she (he) cannot
infer that Bob (Alice) detects a particle on u2 (u1)).
Regarding this Experiment 1 Hardy’s argument states:
“In this case, it is clear that they cannot both detect
a photon since no more than one photon is emitted
from the source at any time. This means that detecting
a particle on u1 and detecting a particle on u2 never
happens.” [4, 5]
Experiment 2 : Alice makes a homodyne detection at
c1 and d1, by combining the state on path u1 with a local
oscillator (coherent state) a, at her 50:50 beam splitter
BS1. Bob, meanwhile, makes the same measurement as
in Experiment 1.
Quantum mechanical prediction: If Alice detects a
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2particle at d1 and nothing at c1, then Bob must detect
one particle.
Experiment 3 : The roles of Alice and Bob are reversed:
Alice sets her detector on path u1 and Bob makes a ho-
modyne detection at c2 and d2.
Quantum mechanical prediction: if Bob detects one
particle at d2 and nothing at c2, then he can infer that
Alice must have detected a particle in path u1.
Experiment 4 : Both Alice and Bob choose to make
homodyne detections.
Quantum mechanical prediction: According to quan-
tum mechanics the experiment can have different
outcomes. One of the possible ones is that Alice records
one particle at d1 and nothing at c1, while Bob records
one particle at d2 and nothing at c2.
Suppose now the following reasoning: The result of
Experiment 4 contradicts Experiment 1 : Indeed, accord-
ing to Experiment 2 Alice infers from her measurement
that a single particle must have traveled along path u2
towards Bob. At least, this is true in the sense that, had
Bob put his detector in path u2, he would have been
guaranteed to detect a particle. However, according
to Experiment 3, at the same time Bob infers from his
measurement that a single particle must have traveled
along path u1 towards Alice. According to Experiment
1 Alice and Bob cannot both be right.
Hardy pointed out that this reasoning does tacitly
assume locality, and without this assumption the con-
tradiction disappears: Alice might deduce from her
result that, had Bob measured the number of particles
in path u2, he would definitely have detected exactly
one. However, if Bob had measured u2 instead of the
homodyne measurement he did make, there might have
been a nonlocal influence from Bob’s end to Alice’s
end and then she might have obtained a different
measurement outcome.[4, 5]
Hardy takes for granted the result of [2].—The
first step of Hardy’s ladder,i.e., Experiment 1, has clearly
the character of an axiom stating the principle of “one
photon one count”, i.e., conservation of energy in each
individual quantum event, in the very same experiment
presented in [2]. If one assumes that in this experiment
the outcome becomes determined at the detection [3],
then Hardy’s axiom Experiment 1 would tacitly assume
the nonlocality at detection demonstrated in [2], and
Hardy’s argument would assume just the nonlocality it
searches to prove.
Hardy-type experiments refute the de Broglie’s
local “empty wave” model.—Consequently to avoid
begging the question Hardy-type experiments have to as-
sume that the outcome of the experiment in [2] is de-
cided at the beam-splitter, and this means to accept de
Broglie’s “local empty wave” in order to be able of ex-
plaining the quantum mechanical predictions in interfer-
ence experiments [3]. Consider the statement at the core
of Hardy’s argument:
“if Bob had measured u2 instead of the homodyne mea-
surement he did make, there might have been a nonlocal
influence from Bob’s end to Alice’s end and then she
might have obtained a different measurement outcome”.
This amounts to explain things as follows in terms of
decisions at the beam-splitters and local “empty waves”:
Suppose the empty wave travels along path u1 and
the particle along u2. If these paths are not monitored,
nonlocal coordination between the decisions at the beam-
splitters BS1 and BS2 is possible and the result expected
in Experiment 4 may appear. By contrast if Alice had
put her detector on u1, the “empty wave” traveling this
path would not have reached BS1 and therefore the non-
local coordination between the decisions at BS1 and BS2
would disappear. Consequently Bob would obtain a dif-
ferent result, that is one that does not allow him to con-
clude there is a particle on u1.
In other words, what Hardy-type proposals test
are models assuming outcome’s decision at the beam-
splitters with the particle leaving by one output port and
the corresponding “empty wave” by the alternative out-
put port.[8] This means that a Hardy-type experiment
would refute such “local hidden variables” (particle and
empty wave) not through an statistical result (like the
conventional Bell-type experiments do), but through a
single measurement like the GHZ argument does [7].
However, as we will see in the following section, de
Broglie’s local “empty wave” model can be straightfor-
wardly completed with additional particles and “empty
waves” to a deterministic and local version of the “many
worlds” interpretation of quantum mechanics called
“parallel lives”, which is not refuted by either Hardy’s
argument or violation of Bell’s inequalities.[10]
From the local “empty wave” to local “parallel
lives”.—“Empty waves” are entities that exist and prop-
agate within space-time but neither carry energy nor mo-
mentum, and are not directly accessible to general obser-
vation. “Empty waves” interact with the environment
only in a very selective and specific way - actually an
“empty wave” does not interact with any particle (and
for this reason cannot be detected), but only with“its
particle”.
If one accepts that at beam-splitter BS a particle P
splits into a transmitted particle P’ (leaving by output-
port T) and a reflected “empty wave” W’ (leaving by
output-port R), one can as well assume that the split pro-
duces additionally the alternative outcome, that is, a sec-
ond transmitted empty wave W* (leaving by output-port
T) and a reflected particle P* (leaving by output-port R)
3under the following conditions: The particle&wave pair
(P’&W’) lives with a copy of Alice within a space-time
“bubble” denoted Alice’, and the pair (P*&W*) lives
with another copy of Alice within a parallel “bubble”
denoted Alice*; the “bubbles” Alice’ and Alice* cannot
interact with each other; however in 2-particles entan-
glement experiments the bubble Alice’ - containing the
outcome (P’&W’)A - may interact with (depending on
the experiment) either the bubble Bob’ -containing the
outcome (P’&W’)B - or the bubble Bob* - containing
the outcome (P*&W*)B , and this way account for the
characteristic quantum (EPR) correlations.
This is basically the explanation provided by the “par-
allel lives” interpretation, a version of “many worlds” re-
cently proposed by Gilles Brassard and Paul Raymond-
Robichaud [10]. Both “empty waves” and “parallel lives”
are based on the assumption that within space-time one
can have entities or regions that interact with the envi-
ronment only in a selective and predetermined way.
The analysis by Brassard and Raymond-Robichaud
shows the importance of the following Principle:
All that is in space-time is accessible to observation
(except in the case of space-like separation).
If you are going to be consistent, you are only capable
of opposing the “many worlds” and “parallel lives”
interpretations if you accept this Principle.
Refutation of the local “empty wave” doesn’t
mean refutation of locality.—“Parallel lives” ac-
counts for a unitary evolution of the quantum state and
for the quantum correlations invoking exclusively local
causality, i.e. causal links within the light cone.[10]
Therefore “parallel lives” shows that the locality lost
through refutation of local models based on outcomes
consisting of one couple “particle & empty wave” leaving
the beam-splitter, can easily be restored by simply im-
proving the models with outcomes consisting of two cou-
ples “particle & empty wave”. In other words, neither
Hardy’s argument nor violation of Bell’s inequalities rule
out the local and deterministic model of “parallel lives”.
“Many worlds” was originally formulated by Hugh Ev-
erett in 1957 as an attempt to overcome quantum me-
chanical paradoxes like the “Schro¨dinger cat” derived
from the “measurement problem”. Nevertheless John
Bell suggested that the picture may have to do with non-
locality as well:
“The ’many world interpretation’ seems to me an ex-
travagant, and above all an extravagantly vague, hypoth-
esis. I could also dismiss it as silly. And yet... It may
have something distinctive to say in connection with the
’Einstein Podolsky Rosen puzzle’, and it would be worth-
while, I think, to formulate some precise version of it to
see if this is really so.” ([8] p. 194).
Work by Lev Vaidman [9], and the more recent “par-
allel lives” interpretation by Gilles Brassard and Paul
Raymond-Robichaud [10], show that “many worlds” has
really something distinctive to say in connection with
the “EPR puzzle”: If one accepts de Broglie’s “empty
wave” it is impossible to oppose the “many worlds”, and
therefore, refutation of de Broglie’s local hidden variables
model (be it by Hardy’s argument or the violation of
Bell’s inequalities) doesn’t mean refutation of locality.
There is however a crucial difference between Hardy’s
argument and Bell’s one. If one assumes that the out-
come of a Hardy-type experiment (Figure 1) becomes
decided at detection (and therefore one disposes of the
local “empty wave”), Hardy’s argument cannot prove
nonlocality without assuming the result of [2] as an ax-
iom (“Experiment 1”), and therefore begs the question.
By contrast the experimental violation of Bell’s inequal-
ities refutes locality independently of the result of [2].
Nonetheless for the time being Bell-type experiments ex-
hibit the detection loophole, and hence strictly speaking
the only to date loophole-free demonstration of nonlocal-
ity is the presented in [2]. In this context it is noteworthy
as well that the only QKD available on the market to
date is based on the BB84 protocol, and this means on
the nonlocality proved in [2].
Whether Hardy-type experiments can be considered
“single-particle” ones is matter of debate [5, 11] (likely
because the concept of “single-particle experiment” has
not been well defined). As a matter of fact Hardy-type
experiments use 4 detectors, like the Bell-type experi-
ments (instead of only 2, like the experiment presented
in [2, 3]). But in any case this issue is not of interest for
the sake of our discussion.
Conclusion.—In conclusion, Hardy-type experiments
either assume the nonlocality they aim to prove, or as-
sume the “local empty wave” and don’t prove nonlocal-
ity. By contrast “[the] nonlocality of a single particle
expressed by Einstein at the 1927 Solvay Conference”
[4, 5] is demonstrated by the experiment presented in [2].
The nonlocality this experiment proves [3] is more basic
than Bell’s nonlocality and rules the whole quantum me-
chanics: It appears already at the level of single particle
experiments (requiring only 2 detectors), and not first in
entanglement experiments involving 2 or more particles
(requiring at least 4 detectors). This may open the road
to deriving the “abstract quantum algebra” from princi-
ples with a clear physical content like free will, conser-
vation of energy, and locality emergent from nonlocality
[13].
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